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QASH - QASH

Long 0.0480 | Stop 0.0380 | Target 0.0645 | Target 3M

Trade Driver(s):

Network value / Adjusted Transfer Value below 38424 & 56d chg below 10573

Transaction Count below 0.0

14 Episodes | 24 Trading Days | 100.00% Hit Ratio | 36.32%Median Gain

Return Simulation | Scatter Plot
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BTCSEK

Long 288850.00 | Stop 227675.00 | Target 411195.00 | Horizon 6M

Trade Driver(s):

Swedbank Output Prices PMI below 57.5 & 12d chg below 0.0

6 Episodes | 180 Trading Days | 84.48% Hit Ratio | 42.36%Median Gain

Return Simulation | Scatter Plot
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RENUSD - Ren

Long 0.0780 | Stop 0.0500 | Target 0.1300 | Horizon 3M

Trade Driver(s):

Network Value / Adjusted transfer Value below 621 & 10d chg below 144.8

Transaction Count below 69.00

14 Episodes | 56 Trading Days | 87.50% Hit Ratio | 69.07%Median Gain

Return Simulation | Scatter Plot
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Disclaimer: This communication is issued by Gryning Times and/or affiliates of Gryning Times. This is

not a personal recommendation, nor an offer to buy or sell nor a solicitation to buy or sell any securities,

investment products or other financial instruments or services. This material is distributed for general

informational and educational purposes only and is not intended to constitute legal, tax, accounting or

investment advice.The statements in this document shall not be considered as an objective or

independent explanation of the matters. Please note that this document (a) has not been prepared in

accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research, and

(b) is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination or publication of investment

research.

Gryning times. All rights reserved.Intended for recipient only and not for further distribution without the

consent of Gryning Times. ("Gryning") email briefings, newsletters, alerts, insights, and similar

publications "Publications" do not reflect any opinions of Gryning or its affiliates. Publications are meant

for informational purposes only, are not intended to serve as a recommendation to buy or sell any security

in a brokerage account or any platform, and are not an offer or sale of a security nor an endorsement or

advertisement of the same. While Gryning seeks to ensure the accuracy of the information it presents, it

has no obligation and shall not be liable for errors in any data, information, or Publications accessible

through Gryning products or services. All investments involve risk and the past performance of a security

or financial product does not guarantee future results or returns. Gryning is not a broker-dealer nor an

investment adviser, and makes no representations or warranties, express or implied, and disclaims any

and all warranties with respect to any information accessible via any Gryning Publications or Gryning

data.


